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The latest news and updates from Oasis Luxury Retirement Resort

Century City beefs up CCTV coverage
The news has been full of
shocking national crime
statistics of late and while
Century City is much better
positioned than most areas,
we are unfortunately not
immune to this public
scourge. The good news is
that to help win the war
against crime, Century City is
further beefing up its security
by rolling out a R1,5million
upgrade and extension of its
existing CCTV infrastructure
over the next couple of
months. Chris Blackshaw, CEO
of the Century City Property
Owners’ Association, says this
capital expenditure is in
addition to its annual CCTV
maintenance of around
R500 000 and will include the
replacement of the older CCTV
cameras with newer, cutting
edge technology. He said
recent newspaper headlines
all attested to the fact that
crime in South Africa had
reached pandemic
proportions. “While we at
Century City are fortunately
much better off in this regard
than our neighbours, we
cannot be complacent, and we
have to be proactive to
maintain and in fact improve
our safety and security. Going
forward we will be on
heightened alert and will not
only be undertaking a CCTV
infrastructure upgrade and
expansion but will be

implementing an intensive
Security Awareness Campaign
among Century City
stakeholders through a
number of measures including
communication and
education, new branded
vehicles, high visibility VCP and
a door to door survey. “We will
also be promoting our
Integrated and Expanded
Security Solution which
provides for intruder
detection and CCTV
monitoring alerts at both
commercial and residential
developments being fed to the
Century City SOC.” Blackshaw
said in terms of their current
CCTV infrastructure, 76% of
their cameras had been
installed during the past five
years and those older than
that were now being replaced.

“In all we are replacing or
upgrading 14 dome cameras
and 19 static cameras,
relocating and installing
others as well as upgrading
the server capacity of our
digital cameras.” He said
among the new cameras being
installed were three more
Licence Plate Recognition
cameras (LPR) which would
bring to 35 the number of LPR
cameras in Century City.
“These have been very
effective as part of a crime
prevention strategy and in the
18 months to end July this
year we had no less than 1338
cases of suspicious vehicles
we followed up on.”

FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

From the
Manager's Desk
BY KAREN RAE

Clivias in bloom, photos by Charl Adams

Dear Residents
This month has flown by! It seems like yesterday
I was writing a Nexus column and so much
more has happened since then. You may have
heard about the three Ps of communal living –
people, pets and parking; the three that keep us
busy, while also working on projects and
planning… more Ps!
I hope that you enjoyed Braai Day and the
yummy boerewors rolls and side dishes. The
braai area is now ready for reservations which
can be booked at the Clubhouse. There are
some safety and courtesy rules for using the
braai facility which you will be given when you
book. The herbs growing in the pots are for
using when you braai, but as they need to
become established first, please give them a
month or two of growing time before snipping
pieces to use.
The first visit from the horticulturist will be
happening this week. She will give seasonal
advice and assist with problem areas in the
gardens. The gardening team have done a
recent clean up behind the berm, and the trees
in that area will need to be to cut back more
when the camera installation starts.
You will see some new faces soon; two
Concierges have left Oasis and will be replaced,
plus three more new staff will be hired for
Palme Vue. The aim is to hire already graded
security staff, and criminal, identity and security
registration checks will be carried out on
prospective security staff members. Courtesy
training will also be a priority for all new
Concierges and refreshers for current staff will
be implemented where required.
The last survey results are on the opposite page.
Thank you again for all your feedback and
opinions. The gym facilities and equipment will

be reviewed and additional classes explored.
Hiring a part-time activities coordinator will also
be researched as there are not enough
volunteers to expand the current entertainment
committee.
I still receive lots of informal feedback from
Residents and I watch for trends. By popular
demand, the annual Morning Market will be back
at the end of October. Resident’s handicrafts,
cooking and art will be given first preference for
tables, and if there are any open tables after
Resident’s reservations, the Market will be
opened for family and friends to book tables.
This will be a festive event so please watch the
notice boards for more information.
There are many items in the pipeline; if you
would like updates during the month please ask
and I will give you current information.
I can do things you cannot. You can do things I
cannot. Together we can do great things.
- Mother Teresa
Yours sincerely

Karen Rae
GENERAL MANAGER
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THE GREYTON ROSE FAIR

Have you ever experienced the annual Greyton Rose Fair?
BY DUDLEY AND MELDA SCHROEDER - 603 PALM GROVE

The Greyton Rose Fair is a
highlight on our calendar,
scheduled this year for
Saturday 27 and Sunday 28
October. We are fortunate
that our children have a lovely
holiday home in this magical
village in the Overberg.
Nestled at the foot of the
majestic Sonderend Mountain
range, this most beautiful
village in the Cape is situated
at the end of the R406, a
scenic hour and a half drive
from Cape Town on the N2.
Greyton is renowned for its
Rose Gardens. The sight of
roses growing randomly over
a pergola or swaying gently in
a glorious tumble, the
fragrance and sheer
magnificent beauty of the
blooms inspire local
gardeners to spend many
hours nurturing their roses in
order to produce the beautiful
blooms that fill the Dutch
Reformed Church Hall during
the Rose Fair.
A special treat during this
weekend is to visit the
gardens of several homes that
are on display to the public.
What one experiences is not
only inspirational, but quite
simply breathtaking.
As you stroll around the
lovingly tended gardens of
these private properties, you
will have a sense of wonder.
We have always been
enthralled by this unique
experience and one is
guaranteed not to be
disappointed. You will also
experience the superb
hospitality of the owners as

tea, coffee, wine, minerals,
pastries and other delicacies
are on offer. You may feel
encouraged to make a
voluntary contribution for the
refreshments. Any
contribution will go towards
worthy causes in this
community. During your visit
you will certainly not want to
miss the Saturday morning
market. The Market Square,
once used as an “outspan” for
churchgoers from the outlying
farms coming by wagons or
carts once a month for Holy
Communion, now hosts the
market with its fresh,
wholesome and delicious fare.
There is a Rose Fare parade, a
mini ‘mardi gras,’ starting at
the library near the entrance
of the village that makes its
way loudly, with lots of fun
and in its own time to the
opening of the Rose Fair
market.
Greyton offers its visitors a
truly exceptional experience.
Founded in 1854 the village is
steeped in history. Step back
in time as you stroll its oaklined lanes with quaint
cottages on either side – and

soak up the peace and beauty
of your surroundings. Why not
make a weekend of your visit
to Greyton? The village has
about 500 beds on offer at
many wonderful places, from
The Post House, Greyton’s
iconic grande dame, to a room
with a view at one of many
self-catering cottages, B&Bs
and lodges. Visitors are
spoiled for choice when it
comes to eating out. There are
a surprising number of
excellent restaurants and
coffee shops. A week-end in
Greyton will not be complete
without a visit to the historic
village Genadendal, the oldest
Moravian mission village in
Africa with church buildings
and a school dating back to
1738, a mere 6 kms from
Greyton. To walk around
Genadendal’s Church Square,
Die Werf, is to journey back in
time. A popular attraction is
the fascinating museum that
gives one an insight into life in
Genadendal centuries ago.
This may be your first visit to
the Greyton Rose Fair, but we
are convinced it certainly will
not be your last!

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
It was lovely to see people celebrating Heritage
Day. This is the day many South Africans
celebrate their culture and what better way to do
so than with a braai. It was our first braai since
the completion of the Clubhouse extensions and
what a pleasure to see our residents out in
droves enjoying the day. The weather was in our
favour and all had a great day. The new braai
facility worked well and now we are ready for the
summer braais. Enjoy the pictures that will form
part of this Nexus. Well done to all the staff
members who worked on the day, not always
seen by others, but a lot of effort goes into
preparing for the special days. The daily updates
we send out works well for the blocks and keeps
residents informed as to the happenings for the
day. We appreciate you keeping us informed of
contractors and planned works, which are
allowed Mondays to Fridays, from 08h00 until
17h00. No work over weekends and public
holidays is permitted. Due to the complex
environment, please be considerate to your
neighbours when it comes to the noise factors,
as drilling and chopping noises can reverberate
through many floors. Therefore, always better to
communicate with us so that people are not
caught unawares.
We are happy to advise that Quantum have now
upgraded the CCTV system at Palme d’Or.
Palm Royale did an upgrade prior to this and we
should be able to do the same for the other
blocks. It is great to have the CCTV system and
recordings for the different blocks running
independently of each other. When it comes to
security systems, it is preferable to keep up with
the current technology.
We notice that many residents leave their keys at
the Concierge desks for domestic employees etc.

BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

and wish to emphasize that you do so at your
own risk, as we do not accept responsibility for
this. We have spare key safes at the blocks,
housing emergency keys supplied by residents
(Note: this is only those residents who have
supplied us with keys – not all residents do and
this remains your choice). This is accessed in
emergencies and as a back-up plan for residents,
but properly controlled and monitored by
management.
We hope to have the wheels in motion for the
DSTV upgrade for Palm Springs and Palm Grove
by the time you read this Nexus. GB Satellite will
upgrade the equipment in the rizer rooms onto
the optic fibre, then you connect via Century City
Connect and the Satellite dishes can then be
removed. They anticipate the duration of the
work will take about two weeks for both blocks.
We have many new residents and wish them a
very big welcome!
With regards
William

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

Parkinson's Disease
Parkinson's Disease is a progressive nervous
system disorder that affects movement. The
symptoms start gradually sometimes with a
barely noticeable tremor in just one hand.
Tremors are common, but the disorder also
often causes stiffness or slowing of movement.
In the early stages of the disease your face
may show little or no expression, your arms
may not swing when you walk and your speech
may become soft or slurred. Parkinson's
disease symptoms worsen as the condition
progresses over time.
SYMPTOMS
Parkinson's signs and symptoms can be
different for everyone. Early signs may be mild
and go unnoticed.
These may include :
Tremor
Slowed movement
Rigid muscles
Impaired posture and balance
Loss of automatic movements
Speech changes
CAUSES
In Parkinson's disease nerve cells in the brain
gradually break down or die. Many of the
symptoms are due to a loss of neurons that
produce a chemical messenger in your brain
called dopamine. When dopamine levels
decrease it causes abnormal brain activity
leading to Parkinson's disease
The actual cause of Parkinson's disease is
unknown, but several factors appear to play a
role. They are :
Age:
Young adults rarely experience Parkinson's
disease It usually begins in the middle or later
life and the risk increases with age.
Heredity:
Having a close relative with Parkinson's
increases the chances that you will develop the
disease, but this is not common.
Gender:
Men are more likely to develop Parkinson's
disease than women.

Environmental Triggers:
Ongoing exposure to herbicides and pesticides
may increase the risk of developing Parkinson's,
but this is more rare.
PREVENTION
Because the cause of Parkinson's is unknown,
proven ways to prevent the disease remain a
mystery.
Kind regards
Sr Deneil Lehmann
Primary Health Care
Cell: 063 793 3273
Office: 021 250 0952

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the Sales Office
WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD, LINDA BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

When listing your apartment to
rent or to sell, it is important that
it is in mint condition before
inviting future tenants or
purchasers to view it.
One can become complacent
and comfortable in your space
and you may not see the small
details that could put a future
buyer or tenant off. There are a
number of professionals out
there who can help you in
readying your home for viewing
by assisting with decluttering,
sorting, packing, cleaning and
freshening up the look. A clean,
uncluttered home will have
purchasers and tenants lining up
to sign on the dotted line!
Cleaning companies like
goldstarcs1@gmail.com
GOLDSTAR (078 863 4433) and
THE CLEANING COMPANY (021
975 3275) do an amazing job of
coming in and blitzing your
home until it sparkles. Stoves
and ovens shine like never
before, carpets and upholstery
are steam cleaned to look like
new and curtains and blinds are
vacuumed. We recommend that
Lessors use these companies at
the termination of every lease to
make sure that apartments are
spic and span for new tenants.
For Sellers too, a good springclean goes a long way to enticing
a buyer to close the deal!
For those of you who are about

to move into new homes at the
Oasis and are not sure of where
to start when it comes to packing
up your existing homes - we all
know is a nightmare of a job
and, takes stress levels to a
ridiculous level!
Let the professionals come in to
assist you with deciding what
furniture, art and appliances you
should be bringing with
you while finding homes for
everything you want to get rid of.
Two companies we deal with are
GET IT DONE by Leah who has
assisted a number of our
residents with their moves from
large homes, downscaling them
to their smaller apartments
without any fuss or bother.
Leah will come in and advise you
on what furniture to keep, what
to put on Auction, what to sell
and what to give to charity. Leah
will organise storage for articles
you do not want to part with, she
will pack your home up, unpack
it on the other side, hang up
your clothing and even make
your bed for you! How fabulous
to walk into a home that is
organised, uncluttered and
ready for you to relax in!
www.getitdone.co.za and email
leah@getitdone.co.za or
telephone 083 6794311.
A new company called PACK UP
are also offering this service.
Theresa and Hayley will pack for
you and unpack in your new
home. Theirs is a very personal
service where Theresa and
Hayley do the packing and
unpacking themselves. Their
service includes cleaning as well.
At the moment they are offering
a 5% discount off any of their
services. Web www.packup.co.za
email info@packup.co.za or

telephone 082 734 5511.
While we as agents strive to
assist you in every way
possible when renting your
properties out, we need to
place on record that we are a
sales and letting agency. The
landlord is responsible for any
maintenance that needs to be
seen to in the apartment. We
are in the process of compiling
a list of service providers that
would assist with any
handyman jobs including
painting. We would be happy
to facilitate and assist where
we can, however we cannot
manage every detail of
maintenance. When the list is
ready we will have same
available for you to collect from
the Sales Office.
We have four resales on our
books at the moment, some of
which have very serious buyers
looking at them. Hopefully by
the time you read this article a
few of these will have been
sold.
We have successfully leased
five apartments in September
(three in Palm Springs and two
in Palm Grove). This leaves us
with one Palm Springs rental
unit, two in Palm Grove, and
one in Palm Royale.
The Palme Vue apartments
that are already being
advertised will start moving
shortly. These being brand
new, will be very desirable to
discerning tenants.
To all our new Oasis residents
who have moved in this past
month, we hope you are
settling in well. We wish you all
very many happy years in your
new homes.

THE CHEF'S CORNER

BY MARX MARAIS

"This work, though it deals
only with eating and drinking,
which are regarded in the
eyes of our super naturalistic
mock-culture as the lowest
acts, is of the greatest
philosophic significance and
importance… How former
philosophers have broken
their heads over the question
of the bond between body
and soul! Now we know, on
scientific grounds, what the
masses know from long
experience, that eating and
drinking hold together body
and soul, that the searched
for bond is nutrition." Ludwig
Feuerbach
Food philosophies are
something we all have.
Hidden under a lot of
different guises, you may
already be operating under a
food philosophy, or type
apart from your personal
food tastes and preferences.
Consider the benefits and
disadvantages of
incorporating different food
philosophies, many of which
are good to think about next
time you have a meal.
Philosophy of food is mostly
a preference for a cuisine,
influenced by certain
personal favourites. These
may often include ethical
influences, production
influences such as
sustainability issues,
communal food, comfort
food or "feel good" focus,
nostalgia food, aesthetics of
the food such as how it is
presented as well as what it
is served on. Considerations
such as structure and
garnish, a "wow factor" or
colours etc (eating with our
eyes), or selecting certain
types of meals due to
class focuses (such as not

The Chef's
Corner

eating the more older peasant
style dishes, or everyday
dishes eaten by ordinary
people). It can be expanded to
buying foods endorsed by
"experts", and there are many
more.
"Of course we do not live in
order to eat, but it is not really
true to say that we
eat in order to live; we eat
because we are hungry. Desire
has no further intentions
behind it… it is a good will."
- Emmanuel Levinas
When embracing a diverse
food philosophy, some
advantages are that it can
expand your horizons in
cooking and dining methods,
as well as gain an insight into
different cultures. It can
introduce you to new ideas
and creative methods that
could bring more interest, fun
and enjoyment into your
cooking, as well as meeting
new people.
The disadvantage is it can

work exactly the opposite
way, such as isolation for
people who do not have a
food philosophy. Food is my
art and cooking is a
philosophy, not a recipe
unless it's pastry... and then
it's chemistry.
It’s truly a creative expression
for me and it’s a deeply
fulfilling act to nourish and
feed patrons. Working with
food for the last 20 years has
also been the way I’ve
sustained myself. Now I want
to inspire the staff at Oasis to
also make it their goal to
serve purposefully prepared,
authentic meals that are not
only satisfying, but
immensely flavorful.
Extraordinary food, but also
food that people can
understand.
The Cafe@Clubhouse will be
open on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays until 20:00 and
the new Café menu will be
available from 14:00 to 19:00.
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Oasis Rainfall Corner
READINGS ARE KINDLY SUPPLIED BY TONY ROSS OF PALM SPRINGS 901

Slightly below normal for the
month but still above the long
term average for the year to
date. The Western Cape dam
levels have recovered to almost
70% with the result that water
restrictions will be partially
relaxed from 01 October.

sudoku
It's a Hole-in-One! Well done Robbie van Sittert!

It's easy to play Sudoku. Simply fill every
column, row and 3x3 box so they
contain every number between 1 and 9.

CARE CENTRE CORNER
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Entertainment for All
WRITTEN BY FAYE SALOMON

Summer is just about here
and we can plan for new and
exciting venues in the next
few weeks.
Last month we invited Colin
Sutherland to give us his talk
about living and working in
the USSR, and we enjoyed his
interesting experiences.
In October we will have Brian
Joss, who we all know for his
regular column in the
newspaper. His talk is Off my
Trolley, Fighting for
Consumer’s rights. He will be
available for questions and
will have some interesting
items to show us. We hope to
have a large audience.
Our outing last month to
Posberg was a success and
the flowers were magnificent.
Viewing the flowers from the
bus is an added advantage as
you get a much higher
perspective.
We had an especially good day
at Groot Phesantekraal at a
new restaurant outside
Durbanville. They gave us a
beautifully presented and
delicious lunch in a delightful
setting.

What a delightful day we had
with Charl Adams on the piano.
It was such a great opportunity
for our own residents to have
such talent for us all to enjoy.
On Sunday, after going to
press, we hope you will all
enjoy the Last Night of the
Proms. This is such a happy
show and a great evening is in
store for you.
Coming up is our outing to
Noordhoek. We have had to
arrange for two buses, one on
the Tuesday and another on
the Thursday. It is very
pleasing to know how popular
the outings are.
Next month we decided to
have a change and visit
a seaside destination and plan
to go to Kalk Bay to the

Harbour House restaurant.
We will probably have two
buses regularly in the future,
so please come to the meeting
to book, so we can estimate
how many residents want to
join us.
And in early November we will
visit the Guardian Peak wine
farm near Stellenbosch. This
wine farm has been
recommended to us and it
should be another wonderful
day in our beautiful Cape
Peninsula.
Matilda the Musical is coming
to Cape Town during the
holiday period, so we need to
plan an early booking for (can
you believe it, January 2019!!).
Let us have your names as I
will have to book it fairly soon.
The tickets will be, to be
confirmed, R270 per
person plus the transport.
We have some very special
programs coming up in
November and December,
which we are keeping secret till
next month.
So don’t forget to watch the
notice board.
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ABOVE: Greyton Rose Fair - Dudley and Melda
Schroeder. 603 Palm Grove
BELOW: Some of our residents

ABOVE: Clivia photos submitted by Charl Adams
BELOW: Wonderful Heritage Day Celebrations

OASIS PHOTO CORNER

ABOVE: Rosh Hashanah
Celebrations

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PHOTO CONTRIBUTIONS
AND STORIES!

OASIS PHOTO
CORNER

Our resident stamp collector, Reg Edwards of 202 Palme d’Or, would like to thank all the people
who have kindly given him stamps.
Please save foreign or unusual stamps you do not have a home for, for him”.
FAR LEFT: Party at
the clubhouse
LEFT; Saturday
evening dinner in
the clubhouse
RIGHT: Kelly
dressed up for
Heritage Day
Celebrations

ABOVE LEFT to RIGHT:
Solomon tending to our gardens | Nobunthu and Malikah on Secretaries Day | Lucas – Collecting our post

POPCORN TIME

Popcorn
Time
Movies to share with friends

WRITTEN BY DUDLEY AND MELDA SCHROEDER - 603 PALM GROVE

This month we enjoyed three movies, all very different. We watched Leave No Trace and The Wife at
Cinema Nouveau, Waterfront and Crazy Rich Asians at Nu Metro, Canal Walk.

LEAVE NO TRACE

109 minutes, released 21 September 2018. This is an American drama film
directed by Debra Granik and written by Granik and Anne Rosellini, based
on the book My Abandonment by Peter Rock. The plot follows an Iraq War
veteran (Ben Foster) who lives with his 13 year-old daughter (Thomasin
McKenzie) in a public park outside Portland, Oregon. They live in almost
total isolation, only entering town for food when the father makes money
by selling his VA-issued painkillers on the black market. They have built a
basic secret camp. When their idyllic life in the forest is shattered, both are
put into social services. After clashing with their surroundings, they set off
on a harrowing journey back to their wild homeland. This film reveals what is at stake for people who
attempt to turn their backs on conventional living. This movie will live with you for a long time.

THE WIFE

THE WIFE

100 minutes, released 7 September 2018. This drama film is directed by
Bjorn Runge and written by Jane Anderson, based on the novel of the same
name by Meg Wolitzer. After a career and marriage spanning 40 years Joe
Castleman (Jonathan Pryce), a charismatic author and philanderer is about to
receive the Nobel Prize for Literature. However, his wife Joan (Glenn Close)
has spent her married life in his shadow, playing her assigned role. After 40
years she has had enough and the time for action is now. Where Joe is casual,
Joan is elegant. Where Joe is vain, Joan is self-effacing. Where Joe enjoys his
very public role as great American novelist, Joan pours her considerable
intellect, grace, charm and diplomacy into the role of Great Man’s Wife. She
virtually owns this movie. Other members of the cast include Christian Slater,
Max Irons, Elizabeth McGovern, Harry Lloyd, Annie Starke and Alix Wilton
Regan.

CRAZY RICH ASIANS
120 minutes, released 15 August 2018. This contemporary
romantic comedy, based on a global best seller by Kevin Kwam,
follows a New York born Chinese girl Rachel Chu and her
boyfriend Nick Young to his best friend’s wedding in Singapore.
She is excited about visiting Asia for the first time, but nervous
about meeting her boyfriend’s family. She is completely
unprepared when she discovers he is from an extremely wealthy
family and rated one of the top catches for other young women
in the territory. Rachel is an Economics Professor at New York
University where her boyfriend teaches History. Her possible mother-in-law looks down on her,
considering her to be unworthy of her son. How will love survive this challenge? Critics have given high
ratings in their reviews. This film contains complex and mature themes presented in a comedic context,
interrogating issues of prejudice, family relations, love, friendship, betrayal, family expectations, sacrifice,
jealousy, forgiveness, wealth and a wedding party. Directed by Jon M Chu, the cast comprises Constance
Wu, Michelle Yeoh, Henry Golding, Gemma Chan, Awkwafina, Ken Jeong and Jimmy O’Yang.
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Century City Events
CENTURY CITY GOLF DAY SPONSORED
BY PROPERTY WORLD
10 October
Enjoy a day outdoors and network with like-minded
business people all while giving to the community and
making a difference in the lives of hundreds of underprivileged learners across the Western Cape by supporting
our Intaka Island Educational Outreach Programme.
CENTURY CITY SUMMER NIGHT MARKET
12 October at 4 pm
The popular Summer Night market returns to the Square for
its third full season. Held on the second Friday of the month,
this market boasts an array of food, drinks, goodies and gifts,
as well as some great live music.
THE GALILEO OPEN AIR CINEMA
19 October at 6 pm
Returning to Central Park for its Summer Season,
the Galileo Open Air Cinema welcomes you to a
magical movie experience of cinematic delights,
tantalizing treats and breath-taking scenery under
a canopy of stars.
FULL MOON HIKES ON
INTAKA ISLAND
24 October at 6 pm
Join us for an hour guided tour through this
spectacular wetlands and watch the city go into
hibernation, while the Island comes alive with
the sights, sounds and smells of nature.
NATURAL GOODS MARKET AND
ART ON THE ISLAND
28 October from 9 am to 2 pm
Bring the family, and finish off the weekend by
unwinding on the lawns of Central Park. Enjoy a
variety of food and refreshment stalls, craft and
gifts, live music and loads of kids' activities.
CENTURY CITY PARK RUN
Every Saturday at 8 am

Join us for a free, timed 5km run/walk at 08:00 every Saturday
on Central Park. Rain or shine, we parkrun!

For more information on Century City Events, go to www.centurycity.co.za or contact
Tatum on telephone 021 552 6889 or at tatum@centurycity.co.za
OAKWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL
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